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A lifelong turquoise fan, Kat was thrilled to see how well
her copper beads and findings worked with the turquoise
chips she had been hoarding since last summer.

Simply Tranquility

Step 1: Attach 1 oval jump ring to one half of the clasp. Attach
9 more oval jump rings to form a 10-link chain. Attach 5" of
wire to the tenth oval jump ring using a crimp tube. String
1 spacer, 25 chips, 1 spacer, 1 crimp tube, and 1 oval jump
ring. Pass back through the tube and crimp. Attach 4 more oval

jump rings to form a 5-link chain. Attach an eye pin to the
fifth jump ring. String 3 size 8°s, 1 bicone, and 3 size 8°s and
form a simple loop. Use 1 round jump ring to attach the sim-
ple loop to the single side of one 3-to-1 connector. Repeat
entire step for the other half of the necklace.

MATERIALS
220 sea foam luster size 11° seed beads
190 gunmetal size 11° seed beads
200 teal-lined amber size 11° seed beads
170 teal-lined clear size 8° seed beads
152 turquoise 8mm chips
6 turquoise 3×8mm discs
4 turquoise 4×12mm discs
2 copper 2mm rounds
13 copper 6mm spacers
10 copper 4×6 rondelles
2 copper 3×10mm tubes
4 copper 7×20mm bicones
50 copper 4×5mm oval jump rings
16 copper 5mm round jump rings
2 copper 12×15mm 3-to-1 connectors 
12 copper 2mm crimp tubes
1 copper 16mm toggle clasp
6 copper 2" eye pins
100" of .014 beading wire

TOOLS
Wire cutters
Flat-nose pliers
Round-nose pliers
Tape measure

FINISHED SIZE: 241⁄2" (SHORTEST STRAND)

Tip
Try making this necklace using
gold or silver findings and
experiment with different
shades of turquoise.

Kat Poling
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Step 2: *Attach 1 oval jump ring to the top loop of 1 connector.
Attach 9 oval jump rings to form a 10-link chain. Attach an
eye pin to the tenth oval jump ring. String 5 sea foam size
11°s, one 4×12mm disc, 1 bicone, one 4×12mm disc, and
5 sea foam size 11°s; form a simple loop. Repeat from * for
the top loop of the other connector. Attach 6" of beading wire
to the simple loop of one of the eye pins using a crimp tube.
String 1 round, 3 size 8°s, 1 spacer, one 3×8 disc,
1 spacer, 22 chips, 1 spacer, one 3×8mm disc, 1 spacer, 3 size
8°s, 1 round, 1 crimp tube, and the simple loop from the other
eye pin. Pass back through the tube and crimp.

Step 3: Use four 16" strands of wire to string 1 crimp tube. Crimp
the tube, leaving 2" tails. Trim three tails. Use the remaining
tail to string 1 rondelle, 1 crimp tube, and 1 round jump ring.
Pass back through the tube and crimp. Attach the jump ring
to the middle loop of one connector. Use all four wires to string
1 rondelle. Use 1 wire to string 144 size 8° seed beads. Use a
second wire to string all of the remaining sea foam size 11°s.
Use a third wire to string all of the gunmetal size 11°s. Use
the fourth wire to string all of the teal-lined amber size 11°s.
Use all four wires to string 1 rondelle and 1 crimp tube. Crimp
the tube and trim three tails. Use the remaining tail to string
1 rondelle, 1 crimp tube, and 1 round jump ring. Pass back
through the tube and crimp. Attach the jump ring to the mid-
dle loop of the other connector.

Step 4: *Attach 1 round jump ring to the bottom loop of one con-
nector. Add 5 more round jump rings to form a 6-link chain.
Attach an eye pin to the sixth round jump ring. String 1 size
8°, 1 tube, and 3 size 8°s; form a simple loop. Repeat from *
for the other half of the necklace. Attach 16" of wire to the
simple loop of one eye pin using a crimp tube. String
1 rondelle, 10 chips, 1 spacer, 10 chips, 1 spacer, 10 chips,
1 rondelle, two 3×8mm discs, 1 rondelle, 10 chips, 1 spacer,
10 chips, 1 rondelle, two 3×8mm discs, 1 rondelle, 10 chips,
1 spacer, 10 chips, 1 spacer, 10 chips, 1 rondelle, 1 crimp tube,
and the simple loop of the other eye pin. Pass back through
the tube and crimp. Y

RESOURCES: Check your local bead shop or contact: Copper tubes
and round jump rings: Harbor Craft and Hobby, (253) 853-5111.
Turquoise chips and all other copper: Artbeads, www.artbeads.com.
Turquoise discs: Fire Mountain Gems and Beads, www.firemoun
taingems.com.

Kat Poling lives in Gig Harbor, Washington, with her husband and two children. She

enjoys spending time with her entire family, especially her three grandchildren, and

gets her inspiration from evenings at Hartstine Island on the beach and from working

at Artbeads.com. Kat looks forward to the start of her new business, Kreations By Kat.
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